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Mathematics Question – Number 17 

The skill of thinking – example 1 

Abdul lives in Gonnersburg. He travels, once a week, on the train to see his nephew, who lives in Carlson. The 

journey takes 57 minutes. 

It takes Abdul 23 minutes to walk from his house to the train station and he always likes to arrive 10 minutes 

before a train is due to leave. 

Train departures between Gonnersburg and Carlson are shown below: 

 First Train Last Train 

Gonnersburg to Carlson 04:35 22:05 

Carlson to Gonnersburg 04:55 22:25 
Trains leave every 30 minutes in both directions. 

On Thursday 14th August Abdul travelled to Carlson. He spent 4 hours 27 minutes with his nephew. He also 

spent ¾ of an hour shopping. He arrived home again at his house at 19:43. 

a) What was the latest time Abdul could have left home to start his journey? 

(Provide a complete, convincing argument to justify your answer.) 

When Abdul was shopping, he bought a 3-DVD boxset of the documentary ‘Southern African Safari 

Adventures’. Each DVD contained 9 episodes. Each episode was 55 minutes long. 

b) Abdul decided that he wanted to watch the complete boxset, in the evenings over several days, with his 

friend Mo. However, he only had time to watch the DVDs during the week, and he arrived home from work 

at 6:45 pm and went to sleep by 10:40 pm. 

Suggest a suitable schedule that Abdul and Mo followed that allowed for breaks and time to discuss the 

episodes. 

(Think about: what are the implications for watching a TV/DVD screen for too long? are there 

recommended time limits that it would be advisable to follow? how much time would a discussion take?) 
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